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ABSTRACT 
In his quest for higher and higher output power from his microwave generators, man has -

. 
' within twenty years come from average outputs of ten watts to present outputs of almost one million watts. In addition to the consideration of microwave radiation hazards with in-· -

creased power, X-radiation, another potential hazard has become evident. In order to pro- : 
duce increased powers, bigger and better high power tubes are required, which calls for an 
increase in pfote voltages and plate currents, the necessary ingredients for more efficient 
penetration and higher ionizing inrP.nsities. Until recently, the X-radiarion intensities ~rom· ·_ . ' Air Force electronic equipment were not considered as serious potential hazards as the r-(. · 
or microwave radiation. This paper will describe in general the generation and detection of pulsed X-radiation emanating from high power microwave generators. 
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GENERATION AND DETECTiON OF PULSED X-RAY FROM MICROWAVE SOURCES* 
INTRODUCTION 

During the past tKent~ years, in his quest for higher and higher output 
powers from microwave generators, man has come from average outputs of ten 
watts to outputs of almost one million watts. 

With this increased power, present and future high-power electronic 
equipments are capable of producing two potentially hazar<ious_radiations 
in the electromagnetic spectrum. One is the r-f ~rntput for which the 
equipment is designed and the other is X-radiation, an unwanted by-product 
to which we must give serious consideration. 

In order to i:·roduce increasefl powers, bigger and better· high-power 
tubes are required. T11is necessitates an increase in plate voltages and 
plate currents to provicie tl1e necessary' ingredients for more efficient pen
etration anu higher ionizing intensities. 

Until recently, the X-raa.iation intensities from Air Force electroni.c 
equipment were not considered as serious.potential hazards as were those 
from r-f or microwave radiation. However, many of our microwave genera
tors contain components whose X-r~d:.i.adon output far exceec:i.s that of an,}' 
current medical or :.i.nc.ustrial X-ra,y generators. As .ret no use has been 
found for this unwanted b;y-pro<iuc t, and its presence is of interest here 
only by the manifestation of a strong potential hazard. We have. learneci 
to live witl1 hazarcis in other areas, providing we recognize, evaluate and 

' institute means !'or perso11nel protection against them. In general, this 
report will be concePned with the generation and detection of p_µlseci. X-ra-
diation emanating from high-power microwave generators.· -·--·~: 

•---:r• GENERATION OF X-RAYS .- ,:..~. 

A brief review of the basic concepts of X-ray production or generation 
is offerea to orient the reader to the nature of this potential hazar<i. • 

. Like visible light, X-rays are a form of radiant energy. Figure 1 
shows their location with respect to the rest of the electromagnetic fre.,
quency, spectrum. Tlieir distinguishing feature is the extremely short wave 
length - only al>out 1/10,000 of tbe wave length of visible light, or even 
less. This cl1aracteristic allows X-ra.Ys to penetrate materials which ab

.sorD or reflect ordina~y li~it. .. . 
Released 16 August 1960. 
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FIGURE I. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM 

X-rays are produced when electrons, traveling at high speec., collide 

with matt.er. In the usual tipe of X-!"ay tube, an incandescent filament 

supplies the electrons, and thus forms the catl1od.e, or negative ele.ctroue 

of the tulle. l'he su<iden stopping of these rapidly moving electrons i,n the 

ELECTRONS / FOCUSING 

r--->,----~ \ c::s=i· CUP .... , ... ... ::fil 
... [y;:i-, 

CATHODE I- l 

· FILAMENT 

TARGET 

rl3URE 2. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM: X-RAY TUBE 

2 

surface of tlie target results in the 

generation of X-ray. Figure 2 is repre-

sentative of the universal or conven

tional type X-ray tube used for medical 

and industrial ·purposes. 1 • 2 

High-power electronic tubes such as 

klystrons, magnetrons, and ltigh.,-voltage 

l,l'urogen tlil ratrons, possess also the 

basic phl,sical paramet;;.s which allow 

tiiem to act as powerful _!-radiation 

~enerators - tnat is, a beam of elec

trons traveling at high speeci. towaras 

an anode, or target, which is at a very 

lii bh voltage and the subsequent stop

ping of tliese rapidly moving electrons. 

'· 
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FIGURE 3, X-RAY OUTPUT KLYSTRON AMPLIFIER 

Devices that employ these phenom

ena and operate with an applied volt -

age·of more than 15 kv can be consid

ered potential hazards. In high-power 

microwave generators, 1;ondi tions_and _____ :: 

componeuts exist wherein" th~ produc-: _~ -

tion of soft X-radiation is possible·· 

at levels as low as 15 kv, through 

the "in te rmedi1t te" range, and. on up -- " 

to "hard" X-radiatton at 300 kv. * 
(Experimental efforts up to 400 kv 

have been common practice in the last 

few years) • 

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the 

theoretical and actual output of such 

X-ray producers· .as klystrons, travel- o 
ing.:wave tubes, magnetrons and th~•ratrons. These figures are· a general 
r~presentation of the X-ray output and, in themselves, may or may not be 
peculiar to any-one type of tube in a specific category. These data are 
based on actual measurements made at RADC laboratories and commercial con
tractors' plants, supplemented by a physical theoretical hypothesis rela
tive to X-ray generation. By the use of black dots, the artist has shown 
relative intensities and probable patterns which would depict the overall 

X-ray ou~put. Since the thyratron and kllstron represent the extremes in 
energy and int,ensity levels they are COLLECTOR 

discussed in some detail here. 

*Early workers in the X-ray field became 
aware that the continuous spectrum from 

'x-ray tubes operating under higher ap
plied voltages exhibited superior powers 
to penetrate materials. Initially, such 
penetrating X-rays were called "hard0 

X-rays. Less penetrating radiations were 
classified as "soft ... A loosely inter
preted terminology known as the "inter
Diediate" range was used for that portion 
of the spectrum between "!loft" an4 "hard• 
x- rays. ·These designations are still in 
use; however, it is now understood that 
"ha.rd" radiation is more penetrating be-

" cause it is shorter in wave length (or 
higher in frequency or in quantum energy). 
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FIGURE~- THEORETICAL X-RAY DISTRIBUTION 
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The hydrogen th;ratron consists 
of' an indirectly heated cylindrical 

cathode with an inner and outer cath-

n------• HEATER 
TERMINAL 

f.:1----- CERAMIC 
BUSHING 

OIL 
FLANGE 

-·--~::----

ode shield and cathode baffle. The 

nickel grid structure is comprised of 

a cylindrical portion and a perfor
ated grid disk with a solid grid baf

f'le below it. The molybdenum anode is 
enclosed by the grid disk. Ordinarily, 
the tube is operated in a line-type 
pulse modulator circuit with resonant 

charging of the pulse-forming network 
to a high-peak f'orward voltage. 3 

- - -
CERAMIC 
WINDOW COOLANT 

INPUT 

., -· . - - - , 

For this discussion, let us assign 

the operating parameters of a hydrogen 
thyratron tube 1257; these are 38 kilo
vol ts peak voltage, 200 amperes• peak 

, t-,-1'"----EXHAUST •=• .•• SEAL ..... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . -.-~ ....... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 
FIGURE 5. X-RAY DISTRICUTIOH IIAGNETROH 

\ 
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SHrno 

FIGURE° 6. X-RAY DISTRIBUTION 
HYDROGEN THYRATRON 

current, with a 2.5-microsecond current 
pulse at a repetition rate of' 200 pulses 

per second. To show the average currents 

that produce X-radiation, the duty cycle 

will be used, resulting in approximately 
1-ampere average current. Although the 
effective energy of' this tube is rather 

low, 25 kev, the 1-amp current would give 
rise to rather intense "sof't" X-radiatim. 
In the artist's concept of' the thyratron, 

Figure 6, the major portion of X-ray beam 
emanates in a circle through the screen 

mesh of' the grid-anode region. Because of' 
variations in grid emission, the.intensity 

or X-radiation may varl considerably f'rom 
tube to tube under similar operating con
ditions. It has been reported that the 

1257 has emitted X-radiation intensities 
up to 10,000 mr/hr at a distance of one 

foot f'rom the tube. However, on an aver
age, 1200 to 1500 mr/hr would be a more 
common radiation intensity. 
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FIGURE 7. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A TYPICAL CAVITY KLYSTRON 
For the most aggravated conditions, 1/lG-inch steel paneling would at

tenuate this radiation _down to a fraction of a mr./bJ'.. Leaded gle.ss 1/4 
inch in thickue~s would attenuate 10,000 mr/hr to a negligible quantity. 

Briefly, the high-power klystron operates on the principle of veloc
ity modulation. (This velocity modulation is requjred :for klystron bunch
ing action.) The klystron consists of an electron gun, an r-f section 
made up of a series of resonant cavities with drift tubes- interposed, 
followed by an electron collector. The electron beam generate<l by the 
electron gun is focused through tl1e r-r section, usually by means or a 
magnetic fielct.. The electrons are then dissipated in the electron collec
tor. These phenomena are represented in Figure 7. 

Essentially, present in the klystron are these basic physical condi
tions.~hat exist in an ordinary X-ra1 tuoe - a beam of electrons travel
ing at high speed towards an anode, or tar_get (in this case the collector), 
which is at a very high voltage, _and the stopping o:f these rapidly moving 
electrons. 

In a klystron, two conditions of x~radiation exist_- one without r-:f 
applied to the tube and the other with r-f 'lpplied. · With the high voltage 
impressed on the tube and without the r-f driv~, the beam of electrons is 
more concentrated U-frougholit the body or the tube and less likely to im
pinge on many random targets, and thus give rise to a multiplicity o:f 
X-radiation beams. X-radiation intensity is alwa~s greater and more in 
evidence when t~e r-f drive is impresse<l-because of two ~robable reasons. 
First, the r-r voltage at the output gap adct.s to the d-c beam voltage, 
thus causing more intense X-radiation, and second, the interposition of 
the r-;f field spreaas the beam of electrons apart as it travels down t11e 
body of the tube. 

5 
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These ph,momena manifest themselves more readily when shieldiug con-
s 1der·a tions a_re required in oraer to make a kl.Ystron safe for personnel in 
its immediate prox irni ty;. For example, an experimental klystron has been 
designed which will give a peak output of 20 megawatts. The peak voltage 
applied was approximately 400 kv with peak current approximatel1 250 amps. 
The average current evolved was approximately 30 ma. 4 

From available data, one would predict that a klystron operating at 
400 kv anci. 30 ma average current would produce about 1100 roentgens per 
hour. To reduce this level to the desired maximwn permissible level al
loweG by USAF regulations (2.5 mr/hr for a man working in the vicinity<:£ 
tl,e tube 40 hours a week) would require an attenuation factor of about 
4.5 x 10 5 • Using information in available tables, ·it is found that. better 
tLan 3 cm of lead is required. 5 

This analysis is much too simple, and, because we are concerned with a 
special type of X-ray generator, the klystron, the above conclusions must 
be modified. Couventional tables preaict X-ray intensity on the basis of 
monochromatic radiation. Tlie klystron produces a continuous X-ray spec
trum a11a most of the rauiations are less penetrating than those that cor
respond to tl,e limiting -100 kv energ~'• The second consideration has to do 
with tl;e fact that an oscillating kl~stron has groups of electrons accel
erate<.. to voltages approximatel,Y twice the beam volt.age, or, in this case, 
800 kv. Tlierefore, X-rariiation of greater intensit_y and greater penetratr 
ing powers would be produced. These phenomena have made the problem some
wl.at complex, siuce the velocity and space distribution of electrons in an 
oscillating kl~stron cannot be predicted with any degree of accuracy· in 
the region be~ond. the thirci. cavity. It follows that the calculated thick
ness of leau can be used only· as a guide and safe radiation protection 
must be uetermined by actual experimentation. Figure 8, tl1erefore, repre
seuts the required shielding on the tube described. 

In tl1e early stages of tube development and shielding for the AN/FPS-7, 
it was necessary to purchase a lead-shielded room. Lead_ thickness supplied 
was sufficient to attenuate 250 kv energies. When an unshieldeti tube was 
operated within the lead room, the room literall.Y leaked like a sieve. 
Closer examination revealed that levels as energetic as 480 kev were being 
produceti. A special lead cup placed over the collector, tlie "hottest" spot 
on the klystron, allowed further use of tl1e room. 

In a tw1able klj'stron, X-ra<iiation output mal' be increased or de• 
cPease~ bJ going through the frequenci range. Physical location of the 

6 
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X-raaia tion can be cha11geu b,v beam focus
ing and "peaki11g" with variable parame
ters. 

DETECTION 

Tlie detection of the X-radiation· pro
duced bj' r-f tubes is a somewhat more 
difficult problem than the aetection o( 
similar radiation from standard X-ray 
equipment or from radioactive substances. 
One cause of this difficul tj· is that the 
X-radiation is produced simultaneouslj 
with a11 intense field of r-f radiation. 
Tl1e r-f rac.iation may prociuce strong 
potential .;rad.ie11ts witliin tlie X-ray de
tector ann its associated circuits, re
sulting in an erroneous indication of ti1e 
X-ray i11tensit.r• The <ietector and cir
cuits cah be sliielcied against tlie- r-t' 
radiation, but unless the c:letector has 
an inherentlj low sensitivity to r-f 
radiation, the shielding required may 
greatl.Y attenua~e the lower energy 
X-raniation before it reaches tl1e cietec-

5 
is 

5" 
16 

5" ,_ 
8 Lead 

Lead 

Lead 

Tronsfonner _ 1 Oil -- --
-- --

tor, thus maki11g the uetecting instru- FIGURE 8. fflOPOSED SHIELDING OF 
, me11t insensitive to the lower energj' KLYSTRON INDICATING LOCATION & 
X-raJs. This is particularlj· iruportant in THICKNESS OF LEAD 
tlle detection of X-ra<iiation from r-f tubes, where X-radiation having en
ergies as low as 20 kev must be detected. The basic design of most conven
tional detectors already limits their lower energy response and almost none 
will respond below 50 kev. 6 

Another source of aifficulty in detecting X-radiation from r-f tubes is 
that the X-ractiation is generateu in very short pulses of extremely high 
intensity, whereas the average X-raj intensity may be relatively low. For 
example, a tube such as a klystron maj be operated at a duty cycle of 
0.001, and maj produce an' average X/ray dose rate of 1 r/hr a few feet from 
the tube. However, tpe intensity produced in a single X-ray pulse would 
be 1000 r/hr at the same distance from the tube. High instantaneous inte&
sities such as these make conventional gas-filled X-i-ay detector& such as 

7 
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geiger tubes and ionization chambers difficult, if not impossible, to use 

as reliable detectors of X-radiation from r-f tubes. This is so because 

h,tense radiation generates enough ion pairs ·in the gas ~·'~ these detectors 

to alter seriously the electric field within the detectors, changing their 

sensitivit~ and possibly rendering them inop_erative. 
~-i..· --- .... --

Additional cons idcra tions which must be taken into account evolve from 

other limitations of the previously mentione(i instrumentation - energy re

sponse, size of radiated beam, and resolution~ 

Most X-ray-emitting electronic tubes generally produce beams that''are' · 
• 

small, well collimated (particularly when shielded) beams through small 

faults or openings in tl1e tube body or shielding. An intense beam 1/2 inch 

in diameter would not totally fill the volume o:f a three-inch-diameter ion

ization chamber. By <.iefinition, tlie roentgen shall be that quantity or 

dose of X-radiation such that the associated corpuscular emission per 

0.001293 g of air produces, in air, ions carr.ving 1 es~ of quantity of 

electricit.) of either sign. The scale calibrat'ion of the ionization. ceam

ber has been calibrated against this definition and requires a uniform 

X-ray field completel.Y filling the volume of the chamber. A small beam 

woula ionize only a portion of tbe volume of the chamber, but this ioniza

tion action woulu be averageci throughout the entire volume of the instru

ment. Under tliese con<ii tions an er:coneous reacl.ing would result. 

Another limitation of tl1e ionization chamber type instrument to be con

sidere<l is the attainment of true readings at the upper !l.nd lower limits 

of pulse widths. An ionization chamber coulci be adjusted so that the RC of 

the instrument woulli operate at narrow pulse widths but as it approached 

tl.e willer pulse wiaths, operation would be doubtful. It would be diffi

cult to oetermine whetlier the instrument wa& operating as an ionization 

chamber or as an electron chamber. Add to tliis consideration another vari

able, tl1e varying r~petition rate .from one electronic device to another, 

and it would seem that co11d1tiona become almost impossible. 8 

In addition to previously mentione<l l1~1itations, the Geiger-Muller type 

device bas a relatively low resolution, Its recover, ~ime ia in the 1~100 

microseconcl rauge and over. Tl1erefore, even under the best conditions, the 

output signal for pulses over 10 microseconds wou:i.d not be proportional to 

the pulse width and no calibration of the instrwnent would be possible. 

The Geiger-Muller tube has some use when measuring low intensit)' radia .. 

tions, but in e. very intense field, because of the low resolution, gives 

8 
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sJ·stematically low counting rates. 7 

Photographic ciosirretry, in use since WilJ,~lm K. Rontgen accidentally 

registered an invisible radiati~n on a photograrhic plate, is still wide~ 

used as a forru of X-radiation detection. Photographic films, particular~ 

where encloseo in a suitable 1.,adge, can also be used for personnel moni-

~--- --¥---: 

toring. Larger films placed in the environment of high-power generators _ ·• ~- -

can not only indica.te levels of radiation intensity, but describe patterns · 

as well. Well trained personnel can reauily make· energy level de~ermina

tions, given the time and proper ancillary equipment. -· 
As· a pe:rsonnel-moni toring device, photographic techniques do ·have- se"¥-c 

eral limitations: 

a. ReaC:ings are not readil~ availa_ble; _ .- ~ 
.. 

.... ·--~- .... . .. ""' 

b. Developing anu analysis of exposures must be ·accompli.s-heu -~de~--; 
. ., .. ~ .. 

controlled conditions; 

c. Wide uifferences maJ occur in the number of' roentgens required to. 

prouuce a given density; 

o.. Used as a f'ilm badge, acceptable area is so small that the proba

bil it.) of a narrow intense iJeam striking the badge is very remote. 

Discusseci. thus far 1,as been instrumentation all of which have ap-pa-rent 

limitations. One which has not been discussed is the scintillation type 

detector, a comparative newcomer to the field for use as a rauiation sur

ve.} instrument. Basically·, tbe theory of operation is briefly as follow/5: 

X-rauiation impinges on a crystal; the crystal fluoresces, producing light 

in the visible spectrum; tliis light emission is t.ietecteo i>y a photo cell 

wl,ose electrical output serves as an input to electronic circuitry wl,ere 

tlie s ignai is amplifieu and then feu iuto some cievice for visual indica- - -

tion. This is illustrated in Figure 9. 

PHOSPHOR 

r LIGHT RAYS 

I 
PHOTO-ELECTRIC 

MULTIPLIER 

' 

AMPLIFIER 

~ 
DOSE RATE 

INDICATOR 

(METER). 

FIGURE 9. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SCINTILLATION TYPE DETECTOR 
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-It became apparent that the use ·or a scintillation t)pe detector in. conjw1ction with an integrating cfrcuj t might readil.Y lead to the solution ·or the Air Force's problem. Certainll' tlds was a technique where tlie detector was unaffected by r-f interfer<?nce, d.Ynamic intensit,Y levels, var_y-ing duty cycles, and the size of the detecteci beam. Righ-gain electronic circuits could ·oe kept to a minimu."'11 by use of a photo-multiplier tul,e 
optically coupl<!a to the pickup cr,vstal. Actually, although not necessary, such a device could be uuilt to resist several watts/cm2 of' r-r energy. 

The Radiacrneter ME-118, a scintillation tlpe device which will aciequately detect and measure instantaneously.a dose rate of pulseo X-radiation, has just been developed bl' Rome Air Development Center. This ins trument, with adjustment to its lower energy response, will be macie available to the field and become a-s-tandara. item in the Air Force inventory. 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed the phlsical concepts of the generation and detectron of pulseC:. X-ray from microwave sources. To relate all this to man, some stanuarcis, rules, or procedures must be establisheci. Radiation protectim standards do not readil.Y permit o.irect testing, hence are not standards at all; the~ a.re merell overall radiation protection guides·. 
Most of our radiation protective criteria are based on absence or the o.emonstration 01~ any rieleterious influence. Because of our limited lmowledge of the effect of' low levels of" radiation on animals and the almost 

nonexistent knowlerige of the effects of small doses of radiation on. man, the permissib}e exposure levels for radiation values have been set low 
enough so that tliere is a negligible ~robability that radiation damage would occur. 9 

Figure 10 illustrates how the recommended maximum permissible nose has 
dropped throughout the lears. Tt,e earl.Y figures are mere approximations, because up to 1928 we had no acceptable unit of radiation dose. By the early 1930'sf_the roentgen had become established as an acceptable unit, in terms of which the permissible nose level coulo be expressed. It was determined that this value was approximatell' o.2·roentgen per aal"• 

We must agree that man in his quest for higher and higher output power f'rom his microwave generators has almost ~utdone himself. X-radiation from liigh-power microwave generators is, in all respects, a potential hazard. From all present indications, it would appear that the present offenders, kl.Ys trons, magnetrons, and so forth, are not headed for extinction. It is 
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1902 ROLLINS 10 

·-

1925 MUTSCHELLER 0.2 

1925 LEWIS 0.2 
I 

1927 ADVISORY BOARD ' 

( HOLLAND) 

1928 BARCLAY a cox 0.17 

1931 ADVISORY COMM. ( U.S.) 0.2 

19 36 ADVISORY COMM. ( U.S.) 0.1 

!950 ICRP 0.3 

I 1957 NCR F 5 

TAKEN FROM STONE,R.S (RADIOLOGY, VOL 58,p639) 

FIGURE 10. RECOMME~DED MAXIMUM PE~MISSIBLE DOSES 
verj' possible that tile erierg_}· peak has been reacheo., but with increaseo. 
currents, tlie intensi t.} :factor o:f X-raci.iation is progressivel~ clin1bing. 
Where one tube alor,e will not give su:f:ficient r-f outJJut, two, four, and 
even ei6ht are being used in combination to reaclJ w1heard of power levels. 
X-racliation levels, corresponci.ingl.} will add up with the multiplicity of 
tubes. 

Let us look on tbe situation with some optimism instead of total pessi
mism. Despite potential X-raci.iation outputs or unhearci of' proportions, the 
USAF has equipmellts operating in tLe field wllich are relative!~ personnel 
saf'e. On the average, X-raa.iatiN1 is so low tl1at in s one instances it is 
ui:ff'icul t to detect. Sa:fet~ f'eatures are being designed into equipment 
which will prevent personnel f'rom experiencing. an.}· catastrophic amounts of' 
X-radiation. However, all effects aue to human frailt.} and ingenuit.} 

II 
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cannot be totally designed out of equipment. 

As long as we have a thorough understanding of the nature of this new 
potential hazard, the ability to detect and measure it with a f'air degree 
of accuracj, and a willlngness to adequa.tel}' shield our equipments, pcrscn
nel should not be ~ubjected to harmful rlidiation. Interlock systems can 
be improved to tl.e extent that removal of protective shielding and subse
quent operation of_the equipment become almost impossible. 

Since the human sjstern is not capable of recognizing the reception of 
ionizing radiation, constant monitoring of equipment, people, and enviro1r 
ruent is necessary for the detection of potentially harmful ionization 
ar·eas and the-establishment of barriers. Each daj' we are making strides 
toward tl.is accon:plishment, such that no one of our personnel will know
ing,l,y or accidentlillj be subjected to harmful radiation. While we are 
liter_~lly making our first gains in this area, we are in a position to 
implement an educational program w!Jerein a bas~c understanding of prevail
ing conditions is accomplished, supplementec.:. Uj tbe improverue.i.t of instru
mentation and techniques. 
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